Abstract: Compared to near infra-red photonic crystal (PhC) band-edge lasers, achieving vertical emission with quantum cascade (QC) material operating in the THz range needs dedicated engineering because the TM polarized emission of QCLs favors in-plane emitting schemes and the currently used double plasmon waveguide, prevents vertical light extraction. We present an approach with independent refractive index and extraction losses modulation. The extraction losses are obtained with small extracting holes located at appropriate positions. The modal operation of the PhC is shown to critically depend on the external losses introduced. Very high surface emission power for optimum loss extractor design is achieved. 
Introduction
Surface emission is always a challenging task for semiconductor lasers [1, 2] , especially with quantum cascade (QC) active material operating in the terahertz (THz) range. Photonic crystal (PhC) structures are good candidates to address this issue. Previously reported surface emitting THz PhC QC lasers were based on deep etched hole arrays or on patterning holes in metal while keeping the active area unetched [3, 4] . The full potential of PhC was not exploited as these devices were operating around an incomplete photonic-bandgap (PBG) or experienced only a weak refractive index contrast. In this work we present a complex-coupled THz surface emitting structure with periodic extraction losses on a pillar-type PhC pattern, which allows us to independently tailor the refractive index and the extraction loss. As a consequence, low average current densities and very high surface emitting power (in excess of 30 mW) is obtained through such extractors.
The periodic arrangement of an optical medium achieved in PhC structure leads to Bloch mode eigenstates with remarkable properties. The band-edge modes are of particular interest as they are responsible of slow light properties and a large density-of-states. The low group velocity of these states is associated with a significant gain enhancement, proportional to the product of the group index and the confinement factor of the field energy in the gain medium [5] . In a Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser, the complex coupling between the refractive index and gain is based on 1D modulation [6, 7] . Adding up dimensions when going from 1D DFB to 2D PhC structures allows a potentially easier scaling of the output power as well as producing symmetric, low divergence beam. A gain enhancement factor larger than in 1D DFB was also predicted [8] .
The first reported THz surface emitting devices were a second order DFB laser [9] [10] [11] or weakly modulated 2D structures [3] exhibiting an incomplete bandgap and where the entire area is pumped. Instead, we will focus on an approach based on deeply etched pillars that provide a full TM gap, and excellent performances in terms of drive current and high temperature operation thanks to propagation losses reduction combined with the benefit that only the area with a large field overlap is pumped [12] . However, such devices do not allow surface emission as the slow light mode lies outside of the light cone [12] . We show here structures that combine slow light enhancement with vertical emission. Moreover the slow light regime is achieved over large k-vector ranges, which is a necessary condition to achieve small device size over a small number of unit cells.
Compared to near infra-red PhC band-edge lasers, achieving vertical emission with quantum cascade (QC) [13] material operating in the THz range [14, 15] needs dedicated engineering because, even if the operating Bloch states lies within the light cone, the TM polarized emission of QCLs favors in-plane emitting schemes and secondly because the currently used [16] double plasmon waveguide, which provides nearly unitary mode confinement, prevents vertical light extraction [12] unless the top metal layer is appropriately turned semi-transparent. In this work we make use of this apparent drawback to design a vertically emitting structure with independent index and extraction losses modulation.
For TM polarized light, the pillar-type PhC laser is the most suited structure as it exhibits complete in-plane PBGs. After BCB planarization [17] , a top continuous metallic layer can be deposited and provides several functionalities: i) It defines the top plasmon layer. ii) It is also used as an electrical contact, which does not suffer from potential electrical leakage [3, 4] as the pillars define a non-connected surface. iii) Finally it allows the introduction of an independent extraction loss modulation by opening small holes into the top metal layer at proper selected positions (relative to the pillar positions). These holes introduce periodic losses to the existing system while barely disturbing the overall dispersion.
Design
Plane Wave Expansion was used to model the planar pillar type PhC as a 2D system in order to calculate the in-plane band structure ( Fig. 1(a) ). The real parts of the effective refractive indices are n eff,QCL = 3.565 and n eff,BCB = 1.78 for the double plasmon waveguide with QCL and BCB core, respectively and the filling factor value is 40%. Several complete PBGs can be observed. Around the first bandgap (PBG1), the high symmetry K band-edge and M saddle states with large k-vectors allow intrinsic in-plane emission [12] . Around the second bandgap (PBG2), the Γ band-edge states with wavevector k = 0 lie above the light cone, this allows intrinsic emission in the direction normal to the sample surface [18] , as shown in the sketch plot of Fig. 1(b) . However, because of their parity, these states have a vanishing coupling constant with free space propagating modes that prohibits vertical emission. The extracting small-hole pattern on the top plasmon layer has to be arranged in a fashion that does not match the point group symmetries of the PhC states to achieve a finite coupling in the vertical direction. An extractor hole pattern centred on a single lobe of the eigenmode is a possible solution, as it breaks one of the mirror symmetry of the mode profile. Note that the same principle of operation for hole extractor holds for the elliptical pillars discussed further. Two different extractor patterns are investigated, with either holes-on-pillars or holes-on-BCB based on a triangular lattice, as shown in the SEM images in Fig. 1(c) . 3D simulation [19, 20] was performed for the two extraction schemes, to model the impact on eigenfrequencies and the modulation on the eigenstate losses (the metal is assumed as perfect, and the). Figure 1(d) shows the calculated corresponding modulations on the frequency and modal loss of Γ3 bandedge state at different hole sizes. The general rule is that the holes-on-pillars configuration impacts more dramatically both on the frequency and losses than the holes-on-BCB case: The band-edge state frequency for holes-on-BCB configuration shows a negligible shift to the lower frequency; while for holes-on-pillars configuration, the frequency is shifted by values as large as 100 GHz towards lower frequency for 40% of the extractor/pillar surface area ratio. The holes-on-pillars configuration generates a strong index perturbation where the field is maximum. This strongly affects the eigenstate and eigenfrequency of the mode itself. On the other hand in the holes-on-BCB configuration the holes are located where the optical field is weak, the index contrast is less and its perturbation is weaker. Moreover the holes are located where the E-field is parallel to the surface and is more suitable to couple to propagating wave in the vertical direction. Elliptical pillars are designed with x/y ratio of 0.8, and rotated with 30° angle respective to the horizontal direction. A schematic drawing of the lattice is inserted with elliptical pillar configuration. The degeneracy of the Γ2 and Γ3 band-edge states is lifted. The splitting is about Δu = 0.0224 in reduced energy, which corresponds to a broad frequency bandwidth of 168 GHz at lattice constant a = 40 μm. Right, lasing spectra of such elliptical pillar PhC lasers at a = 36 μm and a = 38 μm. For a = 36 μm, two sharp peaks were observed whose splitting energy is in good agreement with the calculated value Δu = 0.0224 between Γ2 and Γ 3 states. The multimode behavior is due to the gain bandwidth wide enough to overlap with both states. For a = 38 μm, single mode was observed as the gain bandwidth overlaps with only one of the two states (Γ3). The elliptical pillar structure has 6-fold degenerated M points, they split in two groups: a 2-fold of M points, and 4-fold of M* points.
As it can be seen in the magnified dispersion curve of circular pillars in the left panel of Fig. 2(a) , the Γ point around PBG2 of the circular pillar structure is doubly degenerated. As these two bands exhibit different slow light enhancement factors [21] , this would not be an issue in an ideal system and single mode operation would be achieved on the band with slowest group velocity. However, such configuration is a recipe for poor modal control, especially in a system like QC active material, where an inhomogeneously broadened gain is experienced and the mode degeneracy can be lifted, in an uncontrolled manner, by any residual fabrication disorder or anisotropy. The extractor itself whose function is to generate out-coupling losses in the vertical direction for the lasing mode will have the counterproductive effect to favour lasing of the not extracted orthogonal mode. This can be solved either with a complex engineering of the extractor with additional losses to prevent lasing on the undesired states. Such approach presents the drawback of an increased lasing threshold. Alternatively, a proper PhC engineering can be used to lift the degeneracy with a sufficiently large frequency splitting. This latter case was used in this work. Figure 2 (b) left panel shows the dispersion diagram of an elliptical pillar PhC, with x/y ratio of 0.8, and 30° rotation respective to the horizontal direction. The Γ2 and Γ3 band-edge states degeneracy is then lifted by about Δu = 0.0224 in reduced energy, which corresponds to a broad frequency bandwidth of 168 GHz for lattice constant of a = 40 μm.
Device fabrication and characterization
Both circular and elliptical pillars were designed with several different photonic-lattice constants in order to ensure the overlap between the gain bandwidth and the band-edge states at the Γ-point. All the fabricated samples are from the same QC active layer whose wavelength is centred around 3.3 THz, with a gain bandwidth of 0.8 THz [22] . The fabrication and characterization techniques are similar to that described in Refs. [12] , [17] and [20] . All the lasers were fabricated with two extraction schemes. The hole extractor is 5 μm wide in diameter, which is assumed to have no effect on the current injection. Note that rather selecting an optimized active material with narrow gain bandwidth for single mode operation, the active material structure was deliberately selected with a very broad gain bandwidth in order to ensure a proof of principle demonstration as well as a PhC singular point spectroscopy around the PBG2. As predicted, the spectra ( Fig. 2(a) ) of circular pillar PhC laser shows lasing at Γ band-edge frequencies but with undesired multimode behaviour (Figs.  2(a) and 3(b) ). On the contrary, elliptical pillar PhC lasers (Fig. 2(b) ) show a much more efficient mode control. For smaller lattice constant a = 36 μm, the gain bandwidth is broad enough to excite both the split Γ band-edge states. The measured mode splitting energy between Γ2 and Γ3 states corresponds well to the calculated Δu = 0.0224. For larger lattice constant a = 38 μm, where the gain shifts to higher energy and overlaps with the Γ3 state only, a single mode lasing is observed. For both the circular and elliptical pillar lasers very high surface emission power from the holes-on-BCB extraction scheme was achieved. Figure 3 shows the LIV characterization for circular pillar laser of a = 40 μm. All power measurements have been performed with a terahertz absolute power meter (Thomas Keating Ltd.), which has a broad surface (6x4 cm 2 ), placed directly in front of the cryostat window at a distance of 2.5 cm from the laser. This gives a prism of angular aperture 100 deg x 76 deg. The maximum power collected from the top of the device via the extractors is 31 mW with a differential efficiency value of 67 mW/A, which represents a significant improvement by a factor 4 compared to a double plasmon Fabry-Perot fabricated with the same active material (3 mW and 15 mW/A respectively obtained on a 0.15 mm 2 device). Finally, in this section, we discuss experimental results on a = 32 µm elliptical pillar structure to investigate the extraction loss modulation scheme. The LIV curves in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) show similar threshold currents and maximum operation temperatures. The difference of maximum emitted power between Fig. 3 and 4 can originate from the different lattice constant in both structures, leading to a gain material not operating at the same wavelength. The laser spectra shown in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) are measured at different injection currents to investigate the impact of losses on the mode selection. When the injection current is low ( 590 mA in both cases), both lasers show mode control as expected from the elliptical pillar dispersion (refer to the elliptical dispersion in Fig. 2(b) ). The spectral line positions correspond to the Γ2 mode and the M3* mode (with the elliptical pillar structure the 6-fold degenerated M points, split in two group of a 2-fold (4-fold) M (M*) points, see Fig.  2(b) ). However for larger injection currents (> 590 mA), the two structures show different behaviors, the holes-on-pillars scheme turns to multimode rapidly when the injection current is increased. As previously discussed, the holes-on-pillars scheme introduces more losses to the lasing modes, and eventually increases the losses to a comparable level to the losses of the modes induced by any defect cavity or FP-like modes. As a consequence the PhC mode control is lost and the laser becomes extremely multimode. On the contrary, the PhC lasers with holes-on-BCB extraction scheme display mode control across the entire dynamic range. Preliminary far-fields were performed. Angular narrowing, more pronounced in one direction for the elliptical patterns, could be observed, however some complex structures were observed and further analysis and spectrally resolved data are necessary. It is also well known that achievement of good far-field characteristics relies strongly on a fine optimization of the overall pad shape and boundary conditions, which was not done in the present samples that were mainly designed for a proof of feasibility purpose.
Conclusion
We have presented an approach with independent refractive index and extraction losses modulation for surface emitting PhC lasers at THz frequency. The extraction losses is obtained with small extracting holes located at appropriate positions. The modal operation of the PhC was shown to critically depend on the external losses introduced. Very high surface emission power for the optimum loss extractor configuration was achieved. Such approach can be used as a general tool for the development of both electrical and optical pumped devices at any frequencies based on index modulation devices.
